HYDREMA 912D ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK

The HYDREMA 912D is a small, articulated dump truck, which is a successful niche product in the international marked. And the only one of it’s kind. 912D is the most compact dump truck on the marked and the extremely low weight contributes to the fact, that it can be driven fully loaded on public road. The small dump truck furthermore has excellent off road-capabilities, due to the specially designed articulated geometry.

Specific details in the 912D secure the driver a pleasant everyday experience of driving and working the dump truck. Special ergonomic needs have been met through adjustable steering wheel, easy and accessible maneuvering, low vibration level and low noise level in the suspended cabin.

As special feature to the driver a completely new interlace has been developed for this machine. It is build around an embedded PC-solution with Windows software and a 6,4” TFT display. This specific dashboard was nominated as three-star Europe-News at the HI-Fair in Denmark in the year of launch, 2007. In the future this interface opens the possibility of online contact with the machines, which would come in handy in service questions or likewise. This interface, with integrated rear-view camera, has a lot of opportunities concerning updates and expansion of the software. This kind of interface is new for these types of machines, and in the marked in general, and eases the day of the driver.

The 912D is the perfect vehicle for tasks were low ground pressure is a must and flexibility and maneuverability is wished for. Therefore golf courses, building sites and rental companies, as an example, take advantage of the 912D Articulated Dump Truck. Furthermore it is extremely capable in very rough terrain as deep mud. The machine is build around some of the most well known components in the market giving minimum downtime and ultra low maintenance costs.